2013, June 22

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE WORDS
PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

Law of One
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2]
530 – 646 – 4187 [line 3]
530 - 487 - 1043 [line 4]

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471

Skype:

BBSradio2

Opening Meditation:

Rainbird 53

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Toll Free in North America

We caught up! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!

● A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
● We need $ 325 to complete last week and this week.
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
● Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!

T & R: ● they need food and gas money this week = to about $125 / week to keep them going
● Let them know if you can share $10, $15, $15 per week or per month
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
● There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● Remember you can also have a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

● We also need to remember to support MariettaRobert's show as well!!!!

T: someone called once and said they only had $5 – didn't think it mattered!
OF COURSE IT MATTERS – every little bit matters!
● For those who do not like paying electronically, here is the mailing address of BBS:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
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Hard News
R: in such a magnificent moment of life, even though it is the best of times, it is the worst of times! The reality of
Ebenezer Scrooge and the Cratchetts is not far from the truth!
Camp Loveway: began by playing the half hour of the {former} Canadian minister [of Defence – Paul Hellyer]
at the Citizens Conference on Disclosure
● He talked of that cat in the corner who brings the 42 laws of Ma'at and brings the changeover: what if they
were given amnesty? He was proposing a solution [put forth] by one of the 4 races who contacted the
minister – “We are already here, but this is a way to get us in to the West Wing – we are here to help you
heal the planet.”
● Teran interrupted the tape to say that one solution is to give full amnesty; as this is given, there are solutions
for the psych war that has been going on for centuries; if they turn their hats around and bring in the
solutions on the turn of a dime – as you change your point of view and things happen in an instant,
things can be over in an instant – it can fix the planet in 30 days
● yet in reality, Mother has her own ideas – she is in charge; Rama is only in training in the Star Fleet
T: at some point, you are done training!
R: Mother is in charge & holding the feather
● Nick Beggage came on: there are strange things going on on the planet; has to do with geo-engineering and
the weather; talked of temporal time warps – they have been playing with the technologies and our
money, close to the 40 zeroes, with the Black Ops to creating their android armies – Artificial Intelligence
– as in Star Wars, the mitochlorians can only be used for good
● These ones have been opening portals to go into past and future: if they go into the future, they are
reduced to sub-atomic particles, as mother has said – there is no way out
● Nick talked about the failed Farm Bill and how truly bad it was: it was a bad bill made worse by cutting welfare;
ultimately, it is time for free health care, free education, a free planet – NESARA
R spoke with Heidi at BIS; she told him the other shoe is falling;
there are rumours about 50 governors resigning! He does not know – he asked Heidi who giggled and
said it will be a cold day in heaven when Scott or Kasic leave [of their own accord]
● Detroit is a police state; and the saving grace is that our friends are here
● We are in the time of miracles – the red hats and cloaks, the yellow hats and cloaks
● R saw the Tibetan woman at the market where she works; she said the magic will be done here
T: Rama said a lot, and it is all true!
Teran on Loveway: Rama was told Jesse V would come on the show; this has been moved to next week
● Yet KOS said he would call in with his Darth Vader voice and ask Jesse why he killed Dr Fred Bell
● KOS called R on the phone in the am; not on the radio because Jesse did not show up Next week is
another week!
R: the issues going on have to do with the agenda of reducing the human population to under 2% for over 100
years and in any way they can
● now the kingdoms are speaking truth to power like never before;
● in spite of their agenda, and the rumours being pumped out about a chaotic transition: things are only
as chaotic as we want them to be; yet they are adding more of the “spice” of fear
● Love is the answer; Maitraya is here: the Star, his ship, has been seen! This is not about pipe dreams
and this is why these guys are doing what they do: Rome is in ruins, and so are they. Mother is more
merciful than she is just.
T: Nick Beggage – talked of the temporal time portals, the time rifts, the god particle, weather modification,
food genetic manipulation, magnetic particle beam weapons –
● they succeeded on 9/11 with the magnetic particle beam weapons because it was only after Dec 21,
2012 that things have changed, when the wall of Mother's energy was put up: the wall of Mother's
energy means they cannot go backwards or forward [in time], and there are limited options in the present “Access
Denied!” – they do not want to face Mother! Which is the simplest of things we are being asked to do
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R: Nick said today the” Xian” values – what Jeshu taught: what you have done for me, greater things you are
doing – serving those in jail except for nothing else but holding the seed of a planet that came from
Creator Source
T: with the failure of the Farm Bill, Mr Boehner's fate is sealed in blood: he is a member of the Knights of
Columbus of Ohio, a Knighted member – it is sealed because he went that far!
● There were members of the GOP who wanted to cut $40million from the Farm Bill; she suspects it was the
14 who committed treason on the night of Obama's inauguration, first time around
Right, Left and Centre: Robert Scheer – If Mr Kalil, superman, comes from a planet that was destroyed
[Krypton]: does he have to wait 13 years to be able to look after his family?
● We have many brothers and sisters from other light systems making earth a temporary home to help us – are
we going to kick them out because they have a tail or fins or fur? The 4 paws will come down here: WE
ARE ALL ONE!
T: Nick B said: show me the first sinner who has thrown the first stone – they [Congress] have done nothing to
help the poor!
R: there will be 64 good members left when all is said and done; how much money has been thrown at members
of Congress? When you get in Congress and serve only one term, you get health care, a salary etc – set
for life. Then they can form a corporation or join a lobbying group or etc
R: Heidi said today we are making a huge difference on this planet – the waves of energy going across this
planet it is why we have seen an uptick in what is happening on this planet!
● There will be no cage fighting this time round: the cage is inside your head – get out of it – no more
Thunderdome!
● These ones cannot forgive themselves for the genocide they have committed
● Heidi said when Cheney, Rove and the others go to bed, they put themselves into a catatonic state via
medications so they can go to sleep
T: We have the tools to handle this job – to get rid of the dross we have to cast off
Caller1: heard some rumblings about George Lucas getting ready to direct his final masterpiece for the Starwars
Trilogy? What do you know about it?
R: yes, he is getting ready to put the final piece in the story; this one takes place after contact and Luke and
Leah's kids come into the picture, and things work out in the galaxy in a good way
Caller1: a TV series - Fallen Skies – what's with the negative spin?
R: has seen a few episodes: contracts broken between galactics and humans: does not really want to go there
Caller! Who from Hollywood will be on the stage with Obama?
R: M Moore because of 9/11 and the issues still going on today
● Sandy Hook, Colorado Theatre story = all Black Ops with Mossad – why is it not discussed that Israel
is the 51st state of the 50 states – no diff between the wall between Israel/Lebanon
and the wall between Mexico and the US
● The fake alien invasion concept was planted in Reagan's head – THIS PROGRAM IS CANCELLED
Caller1: Supreme Court is picking on the Affirmative Action Program, and the young lady complaining about
reverse discrimination
R: aside from Mayor and Kaegan, those who call themselves kings and queens on the court
● Nick spoke of Tom Udall who is getting in their face about www.MovetoAmend.org – and Citizens
United will be gone
T: otherwise, it is a constitutional monarchy like England
Caller1: Lady Di – Kate Middleton – has heard she is not pregnant
R: she is; not faking it
Caller1: story about Beyonce and not being pregnant
R: does not know about her; she got compromised – loves the music; they threatened to kill her
● Like Michael Hastings – Nick Beggage said this was murder, no accident;
● only hours before he died, he was talking to Assange's lawyer
Caller1: asks about the actor from the Sopranos
R: James Gandolphini – played with the white lady, ate meat – no unnatural circumstances to this death
T: many men that are over weight invite heart attacks from their life style
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R: the white lady as a coco leaf is an herb; yet as it is processed, it becomes very toxic
● Mediation daily is the only way we will get there!
Reading:

Princess Diana's Hidden Ancestral Secret Revealed

2013, June 14

By NICK SCHIFRIN | Good Morning America

Once upon a time, a woman from India named Eliza Kewark was shunned by her family because of her
race.
The father of her child referred to her as the "housekeeper" and the "purported mother" of their
daughter, Katharine.
Katharine was sent off without her mother to England, and that's where this story might have ended. But
Katherine gave birth to Jane, who gave birth to Ruth, who had another Ruth, who had Frances, who had
Diana.
As in Princess Diana.
Which means that Great Britain will, one day, have a monarch with Indian blood, and the
Commonwealth will be led by a king with a clear genetic link to its most populous nation.
Eliza Kewark is Prince William's great-great-great-great-great-grandmother. She has long been
described as Armenian, but Kewark was at least half-Indian, the genetic ancestry testing company
BritainsDNA announced today.
Will, Kate Celebrate Queen's 60th Anniversary
BritainsDNA says it is confident of Kewark's lineage because it traced Williams' mitochondrial DNA, or
mtDNA, which is passed down from mother to child. BritainsDNA took saliva samples from two
unnamed members of the royal family and traced it back seven generations to Kewark, who was born
around 1790.
Kewark's mtDNA is so rare, BritainsDNA said, that it has only been found in 14 other people, all but
one of whom was Indian (the other one was Nepali).
"It is therefore likely that Prince William has not only inherited a small proportion of Indian DNA from
Eliza Kewark but her heirs will also carry it," BritainsDNA said today.
How the Royal Baby Will Be Kept Safe
According to the biography "The Real Diana," by Lady Colin Campbell, Kewark's background was
known but kept quiet by a family that was full of Europeans descended from royalty.
"Eliza Kewark was a dark-skinned native of Bombay who had lived, without benefit of matrimony, with
her great-great-grandfather Theodore Forbes while he worked for the East India Company," "The Real
Diana" reads.
"Unsavory as the taint of illegitimacy was, even at that distance in time, it was nothing compared with
the stigma of what was then known as 'colored blood.' Had it been generally known that Ruth [Diana's
great-grandmother] and her children were part-Indian, they might never have made good marriages.
"Eliza's true race was therefore expunged from the family tree and she reemerged as an Armenian. This
fiction was maintained even when Diana married the Prince of Wales."
But times have changed and, today, and the family of Diana, who died in a car accident in 1997,
celebrated their Indian heritage.
Mary Roach, Princess Diana's maternal-aunt, told The Times, "I always assumed that I was partArmenian so I am delighted that I also have an Indian background."
T,R: There were extremes: the West went to capitalism, the East/Russia to socialism
This story means the east and the west will come together
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● The discussion covers the fact that Prince Charles mother Elizabeth was the child of Queen Mother Elizabeth
and Noble Drew Ali – not discussed because how do you discuss a fake queen on a fake Stone of
Scone with the melanin drained out of her, and that Elizabeth I was a Moor with red hair!
R: was this a petri dish kind of story?
T: this was passed on so they could claim the United States – requires more history about the Olmecs and when
Egypt was in N America before it was in Africa!! Also, the story of Noble Drew Ali was expunged from the
record
● As to number of people dead in Syria: 130,000 – they are missing 37,000 bodies which cannot be identified
Audio: Chris Hayes on Michael Hastings

All In | June 19, 2013

Chris Hayes remembers Michael Hastings:
Michael Hastings died Tuesday at the age of
33. Chris Hayes pays tribute to the young, intrepid journalist and author.
http://video.msnbc.msn.com/all-in-/52259064/#52259064

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: a short video about the nature of life & how we are all One
Grandfather speaking
Audio:

Floyd Red Crow Westerman - "Custer Died For Your Sins"

►www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY_a-HjdiOE
Audio: The land is your mother Floyd Westerman www.youtube.com/watch?v=CketrrOexKY

This song is not about "full control and power over the land" but about being
grateful for what nature offers ...
Time evolves
Audio: Beyond the Zionist Paradigm: Israeli Activist for Palestinian Human Rights [Pirate TV]
His book is called The General's Son: The Journey of an Israeli in Palestine
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FHGlTqTjIY
Published on 19 Apr 2013

Miko Peled at Central CT State University 2013

For this issues: the disagreement is on the basic facts, not on the interpretation of the facts!
Begins by describing the 2 myths about the Israel – Palestine situation that Netanyahu & others use
1. that the Jewish people have a right to go back to their original homeland –
● Zionism claimed about 100 years ago that the Jewish people have this right – yet there is no Jewish
person alive who can trace roots back to ancient Jewish homeland. It was his grandfather's generation
that persuaded the powers that be of this claim
● the Palestinians left Palestine over last 65 years; many of those exiled are still alive! And can find
where they used to live; have given their descendants the deeds to the property, the keys to the house &
so on
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2. there is so much bad news about Palestine: he shows the picture of the photographer of made “Five Broken
Cameras” receiving an award for his film
● the Palestinans call the war of 1967 a “catastrophe” yet the Jews call it the greatest war of their
history; then he shows photo after photo after photo of what Israel is doing to the Palestinians of Gaza
– and this began in 1948
● The history of the catastrophe goes back to Dec 1947 & the UN decision
Audio: Breaking the Set
World Bank: Money Laundering Criminals | Interview with Whistleblower Karen Hudes

Published on 21 Jun 2013
Abby Martin talks to Karen Hudes, former senior executive at the World Bank, about her
experience blowing the whistle on the high level corruption within the international financial
system and how her story was censored.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7E9SUwlooE

Audio: [187] Brazil Uprising, Libya in Chaos, Assange's Limbo, Syria "Rebels", RIP Michael Hastings

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBKNZyJft2M

Published on 19 Jun 2013

Abby Martin Breaks the Set on Brazil's Uprising, Post Revolution Libya, Julian Assange's Year
in Asylum, Syria's "Rebels", and Remembering Michael Hastings.
Caller2: with questions about how to begin with various projects – tired with fossils fuels, penal issues, etc etc
wants the kids to be able to go universal universities
T: the platform of NESARA, this last 33 years was started with the World Symposium on Humanity which
anchored the energy; then at least 500,OOO NGOs were created –
● took 5 years to get the Symposium together & Altea America was the place where it was generated
● 1979 was the time it all began, and the funding was to come from NESARA
● Test packages went out in 1999 – started in CA, went to MI and other places; the people got their gold
certificates and the money from them and put the money in the high bank
● the Lady from the Land of the Poppy has been in Afghanistan since 1999; at the start she dressed like
a man armed with an oozie and save children, old people, women and brought them to the US & other
places
● Those who have gone ahead have dedicated their entire lives to doing this sort of thing – this is not the time to
complain about where is my money; or I am throwing in the towel
Caller2: does healing work that can re-align chakras, auras, etc
Women's Groups coming forward that want to help – she just wants to know how to go ahead
T: send information some stuff to Rama and he will put it on the website so connections can be made –
THIS IS A NETWORK A GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Caller2:
T: it's ONE WORLD IN GOD
R: as this is made manifest, the brothers and sisters from Light Years can land & we can create even more
Cities of Light
T: sounds like you have a plethora of links
What Lightworkers do is learn how to delegate authority – Rama has lots of connections and can pass
things it on
● This has never been about just one of us; the basket of currencies is temporary
Caller2: understands the financial background stuff
we have to create a populace world wide with no boundaries
T: what do you know about Dennis Kuchinch?
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Caller2: – www.kuchinichaction.com
● He has started a Peace Alliance – violence against women, transformation centre
● Dr Joe Stein and the Green party – renewables that need to be put in place
● And some other people
● The Quakers and ?? church will stay involved
● the NESARA funding will really help – Veterans
T: Each group is where they are at; there is more to this than each group knows – she will be going from
community centre to community centre and so on; the funds are unlimited, yet the way the funds are
designated has to be done responsibly – we must learn how to learn from each other – we have a ton of
stuff of un-learn!
Caller2: what is needed is the healing centres, not more recruiting centres etc; she spoke of being in malls and
seeing the recruiting centres for the military in the US
T: this has all been planned – it is in the wings! Please get more people to come to these shows
● Rama has the mission to talk to Faction 3 because he is Ashtar's son – this will come with the full
landing on a global scale. There will be no lack of help and support
● Sunday, 23rd is the most powerful day of 2013 – the masses are getting a dose, 7 days before and 7
days after the full moon
● Caller has been sticking her neck out all alone; the people she spoke of all know Describes how things will work with the announcements, Dr Keshe's technologies and free energy,
Discussion about the weather being manipulated: no rain in NM for over 3 months; flooding in Calgary, AB –
people dead, homeless . . . .
Note: this discussion is important to listen to; the notes do not do it justice!
AND it relates to all of us!!!
Music: Kai Lapriest – about the winged people/Olmecs
Second piece –
Astrology: Richard
Begins with Full Moon Chart – will be full in 10 hours
Goes into Capricorn at 9 08 am
Sunday is interesting: moon in Capricorn; will sextile Saturn and then Jupiter around noon
Monday: moon moves to opposite Mercury and later opposite Venus
Tues: Moon in Aquarius – Jupiter enters Cancer at 9:40 pm
Wed: Sun exactly trine Saturn; moon exactly Mars [in middle of Gemini} and Mercury goes Retrograde at same
time
Thurs: moon into Pisces 4:30 am; Venus enters Leo at 1 pm – should be some temporary relief and a
supporting energy for coming month; moon trines the sun
Fri: moon still in Pisces – will square Mars at 3 pm and trines Mercury in the evening at 8:15 pm.
Full moon chart
● Still have grand water trine – closer to being exact; reaching its peak of effectiveness and energy
● if you are up before sunrise, you should see Mars rising
● There is a kite; the axis of the kite is the full moon
Moon tonight is in direct line with Galactic Cenre
Carl Boudreau talks of July 29th – planets are configured in a unique structure – a diamond tetrahedron
an equilateral 6 pointed star with 3 oppositions going to each point & around the edge sextiles
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The Astrology of July 2013, Approximately - YouTube

Published on 21 Jun 2013

I thought it was necessary to get a sense of the bigger astrological picture this month. So, July's video is
an effort to get a grip on the larger astrological story. I discuss a complex and stable configuration that
will be affecting us for at least the next year and try to describe it's likely effects on our lives and why it
is making the world such a confusing place and why the world is sending out such mixed signals.
Don't miss the bonus section on July's Diamond Tetrahedron at the end of the graphics section.
**************
Richard: goes back to 22.58 and freezes the video to discuss
“It establishes a whole now status quo socially, culturally, economically, politically and technologically”
● the 3 oppositions which make up the 6 pointed star are in earth and water signs which are
feminine – theme of rebalancing the old paradigm of the patriarchy as we continue to re-balance
● one axis Pluto vs Jupiter & Mars
● 2nd Saturn on North node opposite moon in South node [Scorpio Taurus]
● 3rd Neptune, Chiron in Pisces opposite Venus in Virgo
T: January 23, 1996, around 10:43 am MST – It was the first hit of the Age of Aquarius – same chart – dead
ringer for it!
● No body ever said this would be over in a flash.
● Brings up Lyn and what she had to say: lots of folks chomping at the bit to get going!!!
● Now
Ri: Have a Kite and a T square – it is the T-square which is the unbalanced cross and causes the upset
T: Never a dull moment – we have to stay focussed
Ri: and stay grounded: in the short term, the water trine is about working with our emotional body, our feelings
and how we think about our feelings, and how our feelings influence our thinking and our logical mind.
● It takes a master to work these energies; as we are incarnated at this time, we are masters and have
proved ourselves in the past
Ri: Several times this week, he wanted to pick up the phone and carry on about what he was seeing, hearing
● Carl said and Ri agrees that this will continue for a while – good news, bad news; they don't want to
go and they gotta go; we have a problem with the cabal and we have to stay grounded;
T: www.mysticmamma.com

[was unable to get to the article]

Conference Call:
Music:
Reading: 2012, Dec 30

Energy From Thorium ~ Top 10 Attributes

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: The First Americans were Africans by David Imhotep PhD
reads information on back cover, the dedication, the acknowledgement and Foreword
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Foreword – Clyde A Winters PhD
TABLE OF CONTENTS
PART I
1 THEY Came Before Clovis
PART II
II How are the Groups and their Artifacts Related?
III African Structures in North America
IV African Structure in Central and South America
V Largest African Underwater Site is 55 Miles East of Miami
VI Who built Bimini's Ancient Underwater Structures?
VII Why was Bimini Road Breakwater Built?
Afterword

Molefi K Asante PhD

Completes the Foreword of the book – with commentary
NB: The audio on Palestine at the start of the call: Mike Peled - Beyond the Zionist Paradigm: Israeli Activist for
Palestinian Human Rights
His book is called The General's Son: The Journey of an Israeli in Palestine
Audio: Breaking the Set

June 22, 2013

http://rt.com/shows/breaking-set-summary/iraq-violence-corruption-protest-097/

Gangster Banksters, World Bank Criminals, Military Suicide Epidemic, Brazil Protests
On this episode of Breaking the Set, Abby Martin talks to BTS producer Ameera David about
the mounting death toll stemming from increased violence in Iraq, as well as the rules the NSA
is using to spy on Americans. Abby then talks to Karen Hudes, former senior executive at the
World Bank, about her experience blowing the whistle on the high level corruption within the
international financial system and how her story was censored. Abby then breaks down the
grievances behind the Brazilian protests that have resulted in over a million people taking to the
streets in more than 100 cities. BTS wraps up the show with an interview with Michelle
Cornette, Subject Matter Expert: Military Suicide at the Center for Deployment Psychology
about the factors contributing to the drastic increase in military suicides.
Audio: Keiser Report

Episode 461

June 21, 2013

fzT5VGUZ.htm

fzT5VGUZ.htmon/Getty Images/AFP
In this episode of the Keiser Report, Max Keiser and Stacy Herbert discuss pepper spraying
protesters while contemplating how possibly, maybe, one day in the far-distant-future, banksters
will be charged for 'reckless misconduct' – destroying the world’s financial, monetary and economic
systems. In the second half of the show, Max talks to the author of ‘Transforming Economy: From
Corrupted Capitalism to Connected Communities,’ Zeus Yiamouyiannis of citizenzeus.com, about
the Academy Award for best horror fraud going to Fraudclosure, the use of kitty litter collateral to
back the global financial system, and ending your contribution to the phony economy.
Audio: Prime Interest June 22, 2013
http://rt.com/shows/prime-interest/fed-policy-investment-assets-096/
Bob interviews Chris Martenson about Fed policy decisions and how investors can protect their
assets in an uncertain interest rate environment. Then Perianne speaks with Adam Lebor, who
reveals the secrets of covert central banker meetings in Basel, Switzerland. Justine digs into the
nuts and bolts of Fed stock market manipulation. Finally, political commentator Sam Sacks and
Bob duel over ratings agencies: should S&P even exist?
Reading: Got Love – Aluna Joy with the Star Elders
[SEE BELOW]
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Reading: Voices of our Ancestors
Closing:

Rainbird

Music:
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PRINTED MATERIAL RELATED TO THE NOTES
• Transcript of this video

[Chris Hayes on Michael Hastings]

This content comes from Closed Captioning that was broadcast along with this
program.
>>> as the father of an 18-month-old, i finds myself sitting in the sandbox watching my daughter. she'll stomp
over to some other unsuspecting toddler and do something breathtakingly anti-social, snatching a bucket from
some boy's hands. a big part of parenting is walking over and saying, calmly, but firmly, no, we don't do that. we
don't do that. that's the motto of the socialization process, and we all, from the time we emerge from the womb
to our last breath on this earth are ceaselessly being taught the rules of society, of what is and isn't tolerated,
what is and isn't done about this is of course necessary and vital, observing social taboos, wanting to be
respected and liked by our peers, in short caring what other people think the cornerstone of civilization. it's our
default setting and makes human flourishing possible. but it's a crucial but. there are many circumstances in life,
when caring too much about the esteem of our peers, about what just isn't done is massively destructive. think
about it, there were many executives inside enron who probably would have spoken up or called the feds if they
weren't so worried about destroying their relationships with their co-workers. and there were dozens, hundreds,
of bankers and brokers during the housing bubble that went along with a ponzi scheme because pointing out
that it was all a exam is something we don't do. there are reporters that know more than they will ever tell their
readers, they do not want to invite rekrim nation from their peers or sources. certain people, though are able
somehow to transcend our deep socialization when the circumstances call for it. they're able to recognize
corruption or duplicity that others accept to go along to get along. i've always had a special admiration for those
people, who when it matters are willing to proclaim loudly, even rudely, this is f-ed up. michael hastings was that
kind of person. the 33-year-old reporter and author died early tuesday morning in a car wreck. a brutal tragic
loss that has robbed the world of an exemplary journalist and talented writer. he wrote detailed diligent riveting
pieces that made things uncomfortable for politics and people of all kind of his blockbuster rolling stone article
about stanley mcchrystal painted a picture of a general who roll ed his people under him. there was a backlash.
>> it was an interview heralded around the world. mcchrystal and his aides disparaged president obama and
called the national security officer a clown.
>> michael hastings, if you believe him, says there were no ground rules laid out. to me, something doesn't add
up here, i don't believe it.
>> was michael hastings fair to the military men that trusted him.
>> you have to wonder what rolling stone did to win over the general's confidence. this reporter is not someone
with a track record.
>> you have someone who's making friends with you, pretending to be sympathetic.
>> it will have a chilling effect on reporting u.s. military .
>> this will set back the reporting quite a ways, the trust between the military and the media has been shot out
of the water.
>> michael hastings has never served his country the way mcchrystal has.
>> this is going to have a dire effect between the media relations and the field.
>> you see, michael , we don't do that. now, some of those people who are willing to yell out that the emperor has no
clothes, some of them turn out to be people you wouldn't within to spend a lot of time with. some are jerks who are in the
right place at the right time. people whose natural anti-social inclinations turn out to be useful and adaptive under certain
circumstances but make them tiresome otherwise. what was so amazing about michael is that he wasn't that way. he liked
to argue for sure. he could be difficult, but he was kind, generous, and charming and earnest. really earnest. and i got the
sense in talking to him, that he wantedto be liked. which is what makes his body of work all that more remarkable. last night
as i was sitting alone after the show at home processing his death i thought about him writing up the first draft of that
mcchrystal article. knowing that publishing it would mean the senior officials he spent all that time with would hate him, feel
betrayed, that the white house would never trust him, others in the press corps would view him as violating a code. future
sources would be less likely to talk to him. i think of charming michael sitting alone in the charming light of his laptop, staring
at his computer reading the draft one more time and knowing all of that was about to happen. and then i picture him hitting
“send”
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Energy From Thorium ~ Top 10

Attributes
Here is a resource paper/technology summary on the top ten basic attributes/reasons why LFTRs
(Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactors) should be pursued. This is a very easy to use resource to have
handy when you are talking to a legislator or talking to a friend, neighbor, or family member. While
Thorium’s use in a LFTR has many benefits we feel these top ten are the easiest to convey to someone
knowing little about the technology in order to peak their interest.
THORIUM AND LFTR TOP TEN ATTRIBUTES
The abundance of the element thorium throughout the Earth’s crust promises widespread energy
independence through Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor (LFTR) technology. A mere 6,600 tonnes of
thorium could provide the energy equivalent of the combined global consumption of 5 billion tonnes of
coal, 31 billion barrels of oil, 3 trillion cubic meters of natural gas, and 65,000 tonnes of uranium. With
LFTR, a handful of thorium can supply an individual’s lifetime energy needs; a grain silo full could
power North America for a year; and known thorium reserves could power advanced society for many
thousands of years.
LFTR is based on demonstrated technology with sound operational fundamentals proven by 20,000
hours of reactor operation at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the late 1960′s. Despite recognized,
compelling advantages, LFTR development stalled when political and financial capital were
concentrated instead on fast-spectrum plutonium breeding reactors.
LFTR operates at low pressure, is chemically and operationally stable, and passively shuts down
without human intervention. Low pressures eliminate the need for massive and costly pressure
containment vessels and alleviate safety concerns about high-pressure releases to the atmosphere.
LFTR offers significant gains in safety, cost and efficiency with greatly reduced environmental impact
relative to existing light-water reactors (LWRs).
LFTR is more efficient, using 99% of the thorium-derived fuel and extracting significantly more energy
from abundant, inexpensive thorium than other reactors can from more scarce and costly uranium.
LWRs burn scarce fissile reserves as a one-time consumable; LFTR consumes fertile thorium, using
fissile reserves only to start the thorium fuel-cycle.
LFTR can use a range of nuclear starter fuels and can consume plutonium and other actinides from
legacy spent nuclear fuel stockpiles. Molten salt reactors were started on all three fuel options and once
operational, LFTR can continue operation with just thorium.
LFTR produces safe, sustainable, carbon-free electricity and a range of radioisotopes useful for medical
imaging, cancer therapy, industrial applications and space exploration. LFTR waste heat can be used to
desalinate sea water and high primary heat can drive ammonia production for agriculture and fuels or
synthesis of liquid hydrocarbon fuels.
Most LFTR byproducts stabilize within a decade and have commercial value; the minor remainder has
a half-life of less than 30 years, stabilizing within hundreds rather than tens of thousands of years.
LFTR waste is primarily fission products and does not include unspent fuel, fuel cladding, or longlived transuranics typical of legacy spent nuclear fuel.
LFTRs can be mass-produced in a factory and delivered and reclaimed from utility sites as modular
units. Modular LFTR production offers reduced capital costs and shorter build times. Modular
installation near the point of need also eliminates long transmission lines. Higher temperatures and
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turbine efficiencies enable air-cooling away from water bodies.
LFTR and thorium are proliferation resistant. Thorium and its derivative fuel, uranium-233, are
impractical and undesirable for weaponization efforts relative to well-known uranium enrichment and
plutonium breeding pathways. Thus, despite 60 years of thorium research, none of the world’s tens-ofthousands of warheads are based on the thorium fuel-cycle.
Liquid salt fuels cannot fail or meltdown. The liquid salt fuels have a thousand-degree liquid range,
eliminating the possibility of fuel failure scenarios from overheating or meltdown like at Fukushima.
The liquid fuel form is a key differentiator from conventional solid-fueled LWRs with LFTR’s liquid
salts serving as both a fuel carrier and coolant. The salts are not reactive with water or the atmosphere
like some existing fuels and coolants. Fuel can be added to the salts and byproducts removed while the
reactor remains online.
Learn more at www.energyfromthorium.com
http://energyfromthorium.com/2012/12/30/energy-from-thorium-top-10-attributes/
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2013, June 19

GOT LOVE?

Aluna Joy Yaxk'in with the Star Elders

In observing the world over the last few weeks, we are seeing subtle, and sometimes not so subtle, events that
are showing us that the old world is beginning to unravel from the inside out, and new foundations are being built
in the new world. Higher frequencies are flooding the planet and showering everyone, everything and all life with
increasingly stronger waves of light.
On a personal level . . . this intense light is pushing us to an intense primal level, where we are questioning
everything including our purpose and even our very existence. We are seeing reality the way it really IS, rather
than how we want it to be. The sugar coating we use to cover our issues is melting away. We are feeling raw and
exposed with this new level of cosmic truth serum, and our self-esteem may seem like it is going down the toilet.
We are feeling shoved to the edge of our very existence in a multitude of directions at once. It is hard to keep our
center and our heads above water. We feel numb and tired with confusion and struggle. However, we know in
our hearts that this is going somewhere, and this faith keeps us going. In truth, we are not as stuck as it feels.
We don't like where our "well trained" minds are going either. Our minds are wavering back and forth from some
brilliant visions to some pretty grim places. We might even think in extremes. We might be thinking "Have we
awakened and ascended?", or "Have we lost the battle, and the darkness is winning?" This emotional flipflopping is actually true, as the last inflamed vestiges of duality are being flushed out leaving us feeling the
illusion that the world is more polarized than ever. This is true because of three things: First, we are finally ready
to see everything just as it is. Secondly, huge light pulses are clearing out all the mis-qualified energy, and we
are simply becoming awake to old long-standing issues. Thirdly, we are experiencing some off-planet opposition
to our ascension (I will share more about this below).
In these energies, it will become increasingly harder to anchor or control anything in our lives that is not in exact
alignment with these pulses of higher frequency light. If we haven't let go and surrendered enough already, these
waves of light are asking us to reach another level of surrender. It is a time in where we have no choice but to
live moment by moment, with no future in front of us, and a past history that is fading fast. But we must keep
trying, and keep moving. Nothing or no one will be left untouched as this dimension goes through the blender
and is turned into cosmic compost. The creative universe is only excavating the purest form of light that we
anchored here, and the rest will be tossed aside into the universal compost bin. Our only center point, in this
volatile spinning world, is our faith in our truth that comes from our hearts knowing. We are being asked to be at
peace as much as possible and to stand back and witness this incredible transformation.
Without Faith in the outcome, all of our meditation and positive energy projections from December 21, or any
other time, are simply a waste. Faith is the key to anchoring the Age of Light in its purity and completeness. ~
Amorah Quan Yin (We send Amorah much love on her new journey to her next soul adventure. Amorah passed
away this past June13th.)
Oddly, these times are of no surprise. The Star Elders have shared for years that the new world will emerge like
a flower out of a compost heap. They just didn't tell us how we were going to do this emerging, or where that
compost heap was coming from, or how this would affect us personally. The fact is that no one knows how this is
going to pan out. I think we are starting to get the picture now. This truth can be brutal and liberating. This
transformational process is morphing each and every one of us . . . starting at the very foundation of our old self
and our relationship with the old 3D world.
On a planetary level . . . The illusions and lies that have been perpetuated in the world to control humanity and
farm our energy are being flushed out. This is disturbing to those who think they are in control, and very
liberating to those who have lived their lives outside the usual societal boundaries. The old world systems are
beginning to dissolve under our feet. While old global illusions painfully die away, we are starting to receive new
inspirational revelations. We are beginning to assimilate these new energies in our core.
Key activating transformers, whistle blowers, truth rebels, and system busters are now in place within ALL the
systems of the Earth. They are placed in areas and are engaged in professions and trades where consciousness
is out of sync and harmony with the higher frequencies of light. These brave ones will be huge triggers to shift
and transform the self-serving world systems into a world that will be in service to humanity and the ONE. The
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world is becoming more transparent each day, and there is no place for anyone to hide anymore. Anything that is
out of alignment with the purity and impeccability of the new world will simply . . . step by step . . . fall away.
Now the trick is to arrive unscathed, and bloom like an exquisite, rare lotus on top of the fertile compost heap.
This is not new territory for our Spirit, but it is for our body. This is a "learn as you go" trial and error period we
are living in. The fact is that we really don't know what we are doing just yet, but we can find a gracious way to
deal with our personal and world's transformation.
Things that can help . . . Follow your heart in each moment. Keep life as simple as possible. Stay in the present.
Live moment to moment. Go with the flow . . . that is if you can find it. :) Keep moving. Keep trying things out until
you find the thing that works. Don't be attached to anything working the way you would have expected it to in the
past. Do not take anything personally. Plans will be made, plans will fail, and plans will even morph into
something else in a heartbeat. Much will transform to make beautiful compost for us to sprout in. Soon we will be
living in the present moment . . . the NOW that we have all been asking for.
But the NOW isn't what we hoped it would be either. We have envisioned that being in the present NOW would
be a comfortable and peaceful place; but this is not necessarily true. We can feel anxious, depressed and at
peace all at once in these bizarre times. God/Creator of all things, feels everything . . . all the time . . . without
judgment or attachment. You know the saying . . . "Before enlightenment, we chop wood and carry water. After
enlightenment, we chop wood and carry water." It is how we react to the NOW that matters, and not what the
NOW contains.
An example . . . Ten years ago I had a car accident in a sudden thunder storm. Activated by the huge impact, I
was catapulted into a state of ONENESS with everything. I felt utter joy from the freezing, cold rain that was
pelting down on me, and at the same time I felt the utter horror of a newly forming war in the M. East, and
everything in between. I was feeling the worst pain in my life, as well as feeling endless joy and gratitude. I was
everywhere at once, and ONE with everything. It was not all love and light; nor was it all pain and suffering. I was
present in the NOW as a witness and a participant in life. I felt connected to everything without any judgment of
good or bad, or right or wrong. It felt glorious and natural and even terrifying. Even as I sat there with my arm
crushed . . . I still felt at peace and ONE with all life and with GOD. I had no idea at the time that this accident
would prepare me for this transformational time. Now the Star Elders are aware that you wanted the world to
shift in a flash of light. They also know that you might be feeling duped by spiritual teachings, followings and
traditions. Remember these teachings served you well. The truth is that our Spirits could have leaped instantly.
We have been ready to fly for a long time. But remember we are taking our physical bodies this time. All these
spiritual teachings, followings and traditions prepared our Spirits. But nothing was in place to prepare our bodies
for what we are facing now. After we accomplish this process, this wisdom will be our legacy for future
generations. But for now, our bodies are still letting go of negative memory, outdated programming and history.
This can be a painful and an unbelievably slow process from our Spirit's perspective. We might feel like two
people in one: the one who is ready to leap (your heart), and the other that says "Now wait a minute . . . I don't
know about this." (your mind) We are going to do this yo-yo process for a while as our body gets continually
inoculated with the new higher frequencies. We need to honor both sides of this process. Do not worry about
your progress, as forward movement cannot be stopped at this point. Even though these last few months we
have not been feeling much inspiration and passion, we are now starting to slowly move out of the lack luster
blahs-ville of the first half of 2013.
So what is going on now, what is the hang up, and why are we not there yet already?
A well planned dimensional shift takes place on uncountable dimensional levels, and it needs to happen all at
once. All dimensions below us, as well as those above us, need to ascend with impeccable synchronicity. One
dimension must not jump ahead, or lag behind. All must rise up together as ONE. Apparently this is quite a
difficult process to orchestrate. Even with our many trial runs and dress rehearsals over eons of time, this is a
huge, universal undertaking to get all the uncountable layers of dimensions lined up to leap simultaneously.
Let us just say here, without any fear attached . . . (I even questioned heartily if I should write about this) that
there has been some pretty turbulent, off-planet energies trying to block and stop our personal ascension
process since 12/22/2012 (Expert dousers in several parts of the world are affirming this fact). We must have
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these off-planet energies really worried by now. They are trying to keep us lost in indecision and doubt. They are
trying to block us from feeling what is right to do in each moment. Lately, we can be so undecided that we feel
just plain frozen and numb. Some of us may feel so lost, and in such a dark place, that we might want to throw in
the towel. Some people have left us already. Let us just say here that these lower vibrational energies will FAIL
at this attempt to block us. These attempts are only making us clearer and stronger in the light. This will not work
out so well for them in the long run. The Star Elders have said for years that we will be victorious. Even those
who have left their bodies are now building bridges for us to cross. We all must not quit now, just as the mission
is nearing completion. I know this is starting to sound like a broken record . . . but anything worth creating can
take a lot of work to obtain in or out of a body.
When the doors between the dimensions began to open on December 22, 2012, some of these off-planet trouble
makers, dark entities, etc… leaped ahead into the pristine upper dimensions going all the way to the 8th
dimension. Their energy has contaminated and corrupted these higher dimensions, and have made them unfit
for us to move into . . . just for now. It is vitally important to be patient. We want to make sure that we enter a
pristine, clean and clear dimension to anchor a new world. We want this new cycle to grow into paradise that we
have envisioned for decades.
Just like we have a plan to build paradise in this new cycle, these dark, off-planet beings have a counter plan.
They have been working with the world's powers, so when the shift happens, they would not lose control and
domination over the new dimension. But they are losing control no matter how they try to stop it. Their efforts will
be futile. Again, the Star Elders say this is not going so well for them, but they are giving it a good try just the
same.
These vampire-like beings/energies are not the only beings out there in the universe. We too have divine super,
light-powered extraterrestrial help as well. There are uncountable, supportive, off-planet divine councils of light
that are right now working overtime to clean and clear the upper dimensions for us. They are also here to help
build this new world. They will make themselves known to us when the time is right. This clean-up process could
take as much as three to four years (this all depends on the masses taking positive action). At that point (2016),
we will be 100% free and clear of the transformational energy of the dark rift in the Milky Way. When we come
out the other side of the dark rift, we will feel like all this time was just a weird dream. We will also come out of
the fog filled void and become clearer about what we need to create for our future.
This off-planet interference is why we feel like we have been living in limbo, yet, at the same time, we feel that
time is whizzing past us so fast that it is disorienting. The intensity is like living in a pressure cooker without
having any real outer evidence to why we are feeling this way. Our leap has been held back only for a short time.
We were not able to move into this new world as originally planned (beginning around the dates of 12/22/2012).
The Star Elders say that "our new house is a bit dirty". But this will be rectified quickly.
The good news is . . . there is a window of great opportunity with a tremendous acceleration of the light force on
June 20 - 21, (Solstice) through June 23 (largest full moon of the year). Would you like to put that light of yours
to work? If so, please share this message with your networks ASAP. The PROPOSAL . . . To FLOOD the 4th
through 8th Dimensions with a tremendous amount of LOVE, COMPASION, HARMONY, BALANCE and
PEACE.
We are inviting you to partake and contribute in a FOUR DAY massive wave of illuminated heart energy to
counter act and neutralize any mischievous, murky and mis-qualified energy that has reached the 4th through
8th dimensions. This is a massive 4 day GLOBAL LOVE-a-LUTION, beginning on Friday, June 20-21, (Solstice)
through June 23rd (the largest full moon of the year). Do this as often as your time permits during this time. This
will create a 96 hour "Evolution of LOVE" through-out the 4th through 8th dimensions. This is a unified and
collective clean-up process fueled by Earth's best and brightest light workers (P.S. That is YOU!). This will help
assist our enlightened Star Families and the Planetary Divine Councils of Light in this clean up effort.
Remember this is not a battle of light over darkness. War and conflict is the way of the old world and that of
duality. The focus is to project your LIGHT and HEART into the 4th through 8th dimensions, thus transforming,
any and all negative infiltration of mis-qualified energy from the 3D and off-planet influences. The Star Elders
shared that this 4 day time period will be a very potent time with a great window of opportunity for this work to be
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done. Also in the last part of July, during some very powerful Grand Trines, there will be yet another great
opportunity to lend a hand to our divine, extraterrestrial soul family.
P.S. We apologize for not giving you more time to plan these important days with your network and soul families,
but we are living and doing this work in a moment to moment basis. Aluna Joy and Raphael will be broadcasting
their bit of love to the upper dimensions on Mount Shasta for a good amount of time in these 96 hours. Now we
know why we were called here! Blessings and LOVE to our amazing soul family.

http://www.alunajoy.com/2013-june-gotlove.html
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